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Abstract

This paper presents recent particle simulation studies of the pulsed-power
machines PBFA and SABRE. The code used is the 2-D electromagnetic
TWOQUICK. For SABRE we emphasize the single-stage case and compare with
experiment. Here the voltage adder, magnetically-insulated-transmission-line

, (MITL), andproton applied-B extraction diode are all included in the fully time-
dependent simulations. Rezults include vacuum wave precursor effects vs. cathode
turn-on threshold, and the sheath-retrapping benefits of diode undermatching. For
PBFA we emphasize the 2-stage case and compare with experiments using lithium
ions. Here we include the transmission lines and MITLs feeding the 2-stage barrel
diode. Results show that good operation is critically dependent on careful B-field
shaping in the feeds and diode.

In this paper we discuss recent particle electrons in a typical simulation in cylindrical
simulation studies done for the ICF program at geometry, assuming no 0-variation. An
Sandia using the 2-D PIC electromagnetic code artificially short input voltage waveform

TWOQUICK. 1 In support of recent experiments, (I0 ns rise to 4.5 MV, I0 ns fiat, I0 ns fall) is
we make "realistic" models of the Sandia fed into each stage on the rhs of Fig. 1 using a

palsed-power device PBFA2 and SABRE, 3 transmission line model to simulate the fee_
and stack region of PBFA. The pulse enters theincluding voltage adders, MI'rL feeds, turn-on

thresholds, and careful approximations to the PIC simulation region at z = 28 cm. Stage I,
applied magnetic fields as separately calculated between anode A and "midplane" M, emits

by R. S. Coats using the ATHETA code. 4 electrons from M and lithium ions Li+ from A
in 0 < z < 3 cm, as seen in Fig. 2. The Li+pass

For PBFA we emphasize the 2-stage through foil F_ where they may be stripped _o

system, 5,6with a lithium ion barrel diode. Each Li+3 (not included in this run), then through
stage of this diode is fed by a transmission line foil F2 into a gas cell (vacuum cell in this run).
with the f'ma_section matched in impedance to Stage 2, between M and cathode K, further
the PIC region, where electron losses are accelerates the ions with (in principle) little
explicitly calculated. Output analyzed includes increase in divergence.
voltages, ct_rrents, and B fields vs. time at
positions of interest, together with the usual Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the operation
eleclron and ion flow maps. Preliminary and some of the problems encountered with
comparisonwith specificearlyPBFA 2-stagethistypeof setupand appliedB. Although
shotslooksreasonable.Itappearsthattheshape stageIisf_ly good(about10% currentloss),
of the B-lines in the diode and feeds is critical to stage 2 shows larger loss (360 kA) and
obtaining efficient t,yeration, somewhat reduced voltage. Also, examination

of ion phase space plots shows that at this high
Figure 1 shows the configuration and current level (740 kA max), the ions near F1
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are slowed and a few are reversed in radial the forward magnetically insulated voltage
velocity (partial virtual anode VA). Also, some wave (indicated by electron front) has not
are lost to the wall due to space-charge reached _e load (rhs), but by 72 ns the
gneading, reflected wave is causing some retrapping of

the electrons. The load here is an applied-B
Figures 3 and 4 show a recent proton diode, barely visible in Fig. 5 but

simulation with an improved B (applied), shown in detail in Fig. 6. Note that this is an
provided by R. Coats.4 Note also the "curved" extraction diode, unlike the barrel diode used
anode, to help flatten B in gap 2. The electron in PBFA. For the case of Figs. 5 and 6, we
map in Fig. 3 shows only a very small loss in obtain a diode voltage peak of 4.3 MV and Ii of
both stages. The large li = I.I MA peak in Fig. 6.2 MA, as seen by the time plots in Fig. 7.
4 does not form a VA; there is no reversal of Unfortunately, we also obtain a large vacuum
radial velocity and negligible wall loss. As wave "precursor" pulse. One of our main goals
seen in Fig. 4, the diode voltage on stage 2 is is to understand and eliminate this undesirable

slightly larger than in stage I, a good result precursor.S
(input voltage = 5 MV per stage with pulse
shape and transmission fine feed model as Table I shows some parameter studies.
before). Cases 45, 56, 48, 74, and 6"7show that the

precursor amplitude is roughly proportional to
For positive-polarity SABRE, we Etw the threshold field for emission turn-on at

model the voltage adder, MITL extension, and the cathode. We have found that the precursor
applied B proton extraction diode. Generally, can be nearly eliminated by lowering Eth r in
we show good comparisons with some the MITL (last 4m in Fig. 5) to 30 kV/cm.
measurements, some discrepancy with others. Basically, early sheath production causes the
We also compare well with the flow- insulation wave to be a larger fraction of the
hnpedanoe model of C. Mendel. 7 Voltage forward wave. This suggests one way of
precursor effects dominate both MITL eliminating the precursor in SABRE, namely
operation and diode impedance history. (See field-enhancing inserts on the cathode. (The
paper by M. Cuneo et al.,s this conference.) other way is to add a plasma opening switch
Undermatching the diode impedance to the near the load to erode the precursor.) For
self-limited line operating impedance can be details, see ref. 8. Some other conclusions can
optimized with the simulations to yield be drawn from Table I and other parameter
maximum diode power. Using realistic input studies done over the past year with
voltage waves into the adder gaps, the system TWOQUICK: (I) the diode can be calculated
is followed for about I00 ns. Beside the usual independently of the feeds and MITL, to a fair
output, cathode electric field plots are of approximation, for proper input;9 (2)coupling
particular interes_ particularly after the main from line to diode is somewhat sensitive to

pulse has reflected from the diode load. design of the electrodes and applied B in the
Parameter variations include emission diode; (3) protons emitted in the M1TL can be
thresholds, radial gaps, and diode Verit. The used as a voltage diagnostic; (4) the diode
pressure r2(E2 - c2B2) is found to be impedance must be undermatched by the
independent of radius r, as predicted by proper amount (roughly a factor 2 below the
Mendel. 7 vacuum Zo)3 for good ion efficiency; (5) jitter

in the input feed pulses of up to + 10 ns is not a
The setup for a typical TWOQUICK problem; (6) the present radial gaps in SABRE

run of SABRE is shown in Fig. 5. Into each of are not optimal - better voltage and less loss
the 10feeds we input theexperimental voltage can be obtained with gaps based on the
waveform of 0.75 MV (max). Figure 5 shows pressure-balance model of Mendel and
the (saturated) electron flow at 48 ns. At 48 ns,
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We have also used TWOQUICK to Rosenthal, Laser and Part. Beams 1, 311
attempt the design of a possible 2-stage system (1983).
for SABRE, using the existing hardware to the
extent possible. The load is now a 2-stage

extraction diode. We have been only partly
successful. Without discussing details here, the
essential problem is the design of a B-field
(with or without midplane coils) which allows _ _
good line-to-diode coupling, substantial 0._0

enhancement of Ii, and simultaneously _._
prevents large losses in the feeds of both s,,,,
stages. Although there are other possible
setups to be tried, our main-line approach has _®
been essentially the addition of a "midplane" ue e_ _,o _,s e_ o,_ o_t¢_

to Fig. 5 and 6. Generally, the resulting
electron losses along the B-lines in the feeds Fig. 1 PBFA 2-stage simulation at t = 30 ns using
near the diode have been prohibitive. TWOQUICK. Electrons and B-lines

(applied) are shown. Input voltage wave
References enters from rhs; it is calculated fi'om a
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